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Date: 28 July 2010
Sub:    Internship    in   Event organization, Journalism, Photography/ Photo-Journalism & film-making  

Ref:  Be the team that makes a difference with in-depth stories, photo-essays, data collection, organization of events & making films that show the plight of Stray Dogs. Create the right perception about dogs  & issues related to them. Make the media, citizens of India and relevant civic authorities listen to you.
You have undoubtedly seen a flurry of reports on stray dog attacks since 1 July 2011. Reports in the media follow a predictable pattern and  are motivated – our own forensic investigation conclusively proves that dog attack was not the cause of the said death. This has happened before in 2007, when  more than 50,000 dogs were killed with sticks, poisoned and burnt alive (pic below). This picture alongside was taken 3 weeks back. There is hardly a reason we call ourselves human if this is what we are capable of perpetrating.
Under pressure from citizens the BBMP led NGOs have already starting illegally removing, relocating and culling dogs. This is in clear violation of legal precedence including the High Court Judgement of the Delhi High Court and a Supreme Court stay order and violates: The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act (1960), Indian Penal Code, Sections 148, 149 and 38 (J),  The SPCA Act, Directive Principles of State Policy, Article 51 (A) of Constitution of India
To correct this perception that has been willfully created I have founded and run an organization called The Voice of Stray Dogs. We are a pressure group who collect, create, collaborate on information that allows for legal and humane decision making in courts, with civic authorities & with citizens. I'm looking for motivated interns. You should apply if you are a self starter and a motivated individual and want to participate in making a difference with those who are defenseless. 
Become    The Voice of  Stray Dogs! Stop the killing!!  

Rakesh ShuklaFounder/ +91.9845041426
About Rakesh: Rakesh Shukla is the Founder Volunteer of The Voice of Stray Dogs (www.strays.in). We are a pressure group, not an NGO and we do not collect money or get paid by any agency or authority in any way.  Outside of The Voice of Stray Dogs, Rakesh is the Founder & CEO of TWB (www.twb.in) India’s leader in Enterprise Knowledge Creation. The largest technology companies in the world in IT, Defense, Aerospace, Banking etc are TWB’s customers. He has worked for 15 years with the largest telecom technology companies in the world before starting TWB. He has 11 stray dogs that he has rescued at various ages and levels of abuse from the road – they live with him and ALL of them are devoted and trusted companions.

Illustration 1: Dog impaled alive

Illustration 2: Dogs killed in the  
Great Dog cull of 2007
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